Rapid Atlantification along the Fram Strait at the beginning of the 20th century
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The recent expansion of Atlantic waters into the Arctic Ocean represents undisputable evidence of the rapid changes occurring in this region. Understanding the past variability of this “Atlantification” is thus crucial in providing a longer perspective on the modern Arctic changes. Here, we reconstruct the history of Atlantification along the eastern Fram Strait during the past 800 years using precisely dated paleoceanographic records based on organic biomarkers and benthic foraminiferal data. Our results show rapid changes in water mass properties that commenced in the early 20th century—several decades before the documented Atlantification by instrumental records. Comparison with regional records suggests a poleward expansion of subtropical waters since the end of the Little Ice Age in response to a rapid hydrographic reorganization in the North Atlantic. Understanding of this mechanism will require further investigations using climate model simulations.

INTRODUCTION

Climate reconstructions of the Common Era are fundamental benchmarks to place human-induced changes into the context of natural climatic change (1, 2). This is particularly relevant for the Arctic, which is currently warming faster than any other region (3). Arctic warming has been associated with rapid sea ice decline and expansion of Atlantic waters (AWs) into the Arctic basin (4, 5)—a phenomenon commonly referred to as “Atlantification” (6). While in situ observations and satellite images provide high-resolution records of anomalies in water mass properties and sea ice since the 1930s and 1980s (4, 7–10), respectively, little is known about this phenomenon in pre- and early-industrial times. Because natural archives preserve evidence of past climate variability, they can offer a longer-term perspective on Atlantification in this region.

The Fram Strait represents an important oceanographic gateway that allows the exchange of Arctic and AW masses (11). Low-resolution paleoceanographic records suggest that the summer temperatures of the AW inflow moving along the eastern Fram Strait may have increased before the instrumental record (12). Although this change in AW properties hints at a possible early sign of Atlantification, the lack of a reliable chronology for these records limits the integration with regional high-resolution proxy reconstructions to determine the physical mechanisms at play. Recently, it has been argued that the Atlantic subpolar gyre (SPG) has weakened since the 20th century (13). This, in turn, might have conditioned the water masses routed toward the Arctic. However, a survey of the recent literature shows that our knowledge primarily hinges on subpolar Atlantic records, while, due to the paucity of Arctic records, polar dynamics still remain elusive (14). Therefore, establishing detailed records of Atlantification that stand on robust chronologies is essential to characterize the coupling between midlatitudes and the Arctic region.

In this study, we present a well-dated, subdecadal reconstruction of Atlantification along the eastern Fram Strait using marine sediments from western Svalbard (Kongsfjorden, NYA17-154 core; Fig. 1B). The local oceanographic setting is controlled by the West Spitsbergen Current (WSC), a component of the AW, which supplies heat and salt to the Arctic and is responsible for keeping the eastern Fram Strait ice-free. Our sedimentary record is strategically positioned under the influence of the WSC and polar waters (see spatial correlation analysis at the coring site; fig. S1). Collective evidence from in situ studies indicates a progressive increase of temperature and salinity in Kongsfjorden since instrumental measurements began in the 21st century (15–17). Thus, our reconstructions here are used to provide a complementary long-term record of the history of Atlantification along the eastern Fram Strait.

Here, we use lipid-based water temperature proxies (U13C and TEX13C) and benthic foraminiferal data (distribution and δ18O) to reconstruct changes in water mass properties. Specifically, we examined anomalies in our proxy records to identify diagnostic signs of Atlantification. On the basis of a precise chronology, we combine our results with other local climate records to provide an integrated understanding of Atlantification and resolve its timing. Last, our reconstructions are compared with records of ocean and atmosphere circulation patterns to investigate the connections between the high Arctic and North Atlantic dynamics.

RESULTS

Atlantification promotes efficient winter ventilation

The age-depth model of NYA17-154 core (see the “Bayesian age-depth model” section in Methods) indicates relatively high sediment accumulation rates (SARs) over the past 800 years (~0.1 to 0.2 cm/year; fig. S3 and tables S1 and S2). Our records can thus provide evidence at 5- to 10-year resolution of the oceanographic changes that occurred...
acquired by commercial vessels (20) (https://nsidc.org/data/g02169).

Continuous lines display the position of the sea ice edge in April based on data for the analysis of climate model output presented in Fig. 6 and discussed in the text. (12) Location of the transect across 78°N used to generate time series of hydrographic data displayed in Fig. 4. (19) Location of the Lomonosovfonna ice core. Yellow-filled star shows the location of core NYA17-154 (this study). Filled blue triangle shows the location of the multicore MC16-A is shown as filled white circle. White line shows the position of the ice edge extending southward well beyond the Fram Strait (e.g., 1866 CE; Fig. 1B) (20, 21).

Fig. 1. Map of the study area. (A) General surface and subsurface circulation in the North Atlantic and Fram Strait. Red and blue dashed lines display waters of Atlantic and Arctic origin, respectively. WSC, West Spitsbergen Current; EGC, East Greenland Current; ESC, East Spitsbergen Current. The green line shows the SPG. The location of the multicore MC16-A is shown as filled white circle. White line shows the location of the transect across 78°N used to generate time series of hydrographic data displayed in Fig. 4. (B) Locations of archive in the Fram Strait. Open red symbol shows the location of core NYA17-154 (this study). Filled blue triangle shows the location of core MSM5/5-712-1 (12, 38). White-shaded area shows the spatial grid considered for the analysis of climate model output presented in Fig. 6 and discussed in the text. Continuous lines display the position of the sea ice edge in April based on data acquired by commercial vessels (20) (https://nsidc.org/data/g02169).

TEX$_{L86}$ is a paleo-thermometer of the water column for subpolar/polar regions based on Thaumarchaeota lipids (18). Comparison with local reconstructions from the region reveals that the highest TEX$_{L86}$-derived water temperatures occur during the coldest phase of LIA (ca. 1650 to 1900 CE; Fig. 2F, gray area). Specifically, the δ$^{18}$O from Lomonosovfonna ice core (Figs. 1B and 2A) (19), which primarily reflects large-scale atmospheric temperature, indicates a progressive cooling during the LIA, reaching its peak in the 19th century, before being rapidly interrupted in the 20th century. Similarly, reconstructions based on historical observations indicate protracted presence of sea ice along the Icelandic coasts during the coldest phase of the LIA (Fig. 2C), with an ice edge extending southward well beyond the Fram Strait (e.g., 1866 CE; Fig. 1B) (20, 21).

Fig. 2. Climate variability in the study region. (A) δ$^{18}$O of Lomonosovfonna ice core (19); red line shows nine-point running average, while the dashed black line shows the linear regression from 1220 to 1890 CE. (B) TEX$_{L86}$-derived SST from core NYA17-154; dashed black line shows the linear fit from 1220 to 1890 CE; the regression line is not visibly distinguishable from the linear fit of Lomonosovfonna ice core data. Standard error is shown as vertical black lines. (C) Historical reconstruction of sea ice presence at Icelandic coasts (weeks/year) (21). (D) April sea ice edge anomalies in the Greenland Sea-Fram Strait (km) (20). (E) Summer AW temperatures along the eastern Fram Strait MSM5/5-712-1 (°C) based on planktic foraminiferal assemblages (Fig. 1) (12). (F) TEX$_{L86}$-derived water temperature from core NYA17-154. Standard error is shown as vertical black lines; the gray area displays a period with high values during the LIA. Abundance (%) of A. glomeratum (G) and proximal glacier foraminifera (C. reniforme and E. excavatum f. clavatum) (H) and δ$^{18}$O of N. labradorica (I) from NYA17-154 core.

For the interpretation of TEX$_{L86}$ dataset, the seasonality in production of archaeal lipids and the water depth from which they have originated are two crucial aspects. A recent study (22) analyzed the spatiotemporal distribution of Thaumarchaeota along the eastern Fram Strait and found a high abundance of this archaeal group in the epipelagic zone (<200 m) only during dark periods, whereas in the mesopelagic zone (>200 m), Thaumarchaeota were equally abundant in all seasons. Photoinhibition, phytoplanktic competition over ammonia, and nutrient limitations have been suggested by the authors to explain this seasonal pattern (23, 24). Regardless of the driving mechanism, all these scenarios point toward a winter bias for shallow water environments and, considering that Kongsfjorden has a maximum depth of 300 m, we thus interpret our TEX$_{L86}$ dataset primarily as a record of winter temperature of subsurface waters.
Similar winter bias of TEX$^L_{86}$ data has been described in the Norwegian Sea (25) and in other regions of the Arctic Ocean in modern and paleo studies (26, 27). More generally, this seasonal bias seems to affect shallow water settings (28, 29).

Following this strong evidence from the literature, we infer that the relatively higher TEX$^L_{86}$-derived temperature during the coldest phase of LIA is the result of reduced heat loss of subsurface waters because of weak winter mixing, which, in turn, derived from extended sea ice cover that generated a stable and thick halocline (Fig. 3). The opposite phenomenon is well described today in the Arctic where sea ice loss is thinning the halocline and promotes winter convection, thus creating favorable conditions for subsurface cooling (30). For example, using ocean gliders, a recent study (31) showed unprecedented ventilation of AWs in winter due to the retreat of the ice edge. Similar evidence of progressive Atlantification with increased vertical mixing and heat loss in winter was described in the Eurasian Basin and Barents Sea (4, 5); the authors of these studies concluded that, because of the salt and heat redistributions in the upper ocean, winter sea ice formation is further hampered (5, 30, 32).

This scenario would explain the vigorous winter cooling suggested by TEX$^L_{86}$ data associated with the rapid sea ice decline in the 20th century (Figs. 1B, 2C, and 3). It is worth mentioning that, during the same period, reconstructions of summer temperatures indicate an increase of the AW temperature along the eastern Fram Strait (MSM05/05-712-1; Fig. 3E) (12). Together, this suggests a multifaceted scenario characterized by a strong seasonality, which highlights the dynamic interactions between sea ice and physical ocean dynamics. This is in line with evidence that ongoing Atlantification is enhancing the seasonal gradient with surface waters becoming more Atlantic from one summer to the next, while in winter convection is progressively more efficient (Fig. 3) (7, 31, 32).

Sea ice loss drives timing of primary productivity

In the Arctic, $U^{18}_K$ is a proxy for midspring/summer sea surface temperatures (SSTs) based on C$_{37}$-alkenones produced by haptophyte algae *Emiliania huxleyi* and related species (33). Overall, SSTs reconstructed with alkenones in our record are higher compared to those obtained with TEX$^L_{86}$ (Fig. 2B) despite a couple of intervals in the XX century where the trend is inverted. This further supports the hypothesis that the production of Thaumarcheota lipids in epipelagic waters mainly occurs in winter.

Unlike TEX$^L_{86}$, the $U^{18}_K$-derived SSTs exhibit a progressive cooling during the LIA (Fig. 2B). This trend is observed in other proxy-based reconstructions around the Arctic region, including Lomonosovfonna ice core (Fig. 2A), and is reproduced in several simulations (34). However, the warming trend that characterized the 20th century in the Arctic (3) is not observed in our archive, which, instead, exhibits the lowest SST values.

We argue that this modern cooling reflects the seasonal shift of phytoplankton blooms in response to recent sea ice retreat as suggested by modern evidence in the Arctic where sea ice dynamics control the timing of phytoplankton blooms (35, 36). Historical data from our study region show that, at the onset of the 20th century, the April sea ice edge experienced a rapid retreat (Figs. 1B and 3D) (20). Before the 20th century, the eastern Fram Strait was covered by sea ice in April, which likely hampered algal blooms despite the sunlight availability (Fig. 1B). In contrast, the rapid retreat of sea ice in spring since the 20th century likely promoted phytoplankton blooms in ice-free and cold waters like today (Fig. 1B and 3D). Modern primary productivity in the fjord starts in early April (37) when surface waters are still cold (ca. 0° to 2°C) compared to the summer temperature (ca. 6° to 8°C, August) (15). The strong seasonal gradient illustrates how even a month in advance for phytoplankton to bloom can have a large impact on growth temperatures of phytoplankton and thus on $U^{18}_K$-derived SSTs. A previous reconstruction of SSTs based on $U^{18}_K$ from the eastern Fram Strait (MSM05/05-712-1; Fig. 1) displayed a cooling trend in recent times, which is coherent with our results (38). This cooling has been suggested by the authors to be an expression of the upper mixed layer freshening in response to sea ice loss, which could have released cold and fresh

---

**Fig. 3. Schematic evolution of Atlantification along the Fram Strait during three key periods: Little Ice Age, early 20th century, and modern time.** During the LIA, surface waters along the eastern Fram Strait were characterized by a thick halocline due to the large sea ice extent. In these conditions, heat loss from the surface ocean was reduced because of the stratified water column and the presence of sea ice, which hampered efficient winter convection. With the progressive weakening of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) at the beginning of the 20th century (Fig. 4), the contraction of the SPG resulted in decreased heat loss from AW waters at subpolar latitudes. The greater heat transport toward the Fram Strait resulted in a rapid sea ice loss and thinning of the halocline. This, in turn, promoted efficient convection with subsequent heat and salt redistribution in subsurface waters that mutually further decreased sea ice formation. During the modern period, anthropogenic-derived forcing (ANTROP) intensified the progressive Atlantification that commenced in the early 20th century. For each period, the schematic figure displays the expected magnitude of the proxies presented in this study.
polar waters into the Fram Strait. However, multiple lines of evidence based on multidiscadial in situ measurements (Fram Strait and Barents Sea) and models (5, 7, 9) indicate that, as the sea ice retreats, the Polar Front moves northward, resulting in a weaker and thinner halocline—a phenomenon that has been ascribed to Atlantification. As a result, surface waters become saltier, less stratified, and eventually more prone to mixing during winter as previously discussed (Fig. 3).

**Response of benthic foraminifera to Atlantification**

Recent studies have characterized the modern abundance of live benthic foraminifera in Svalbard fjords under different hydrographic conditions, which ultimately control the habitat of benthic fauna (39, 40). In addition, paleoceanographic studies covering the Holocene provide further details about the response of benthic microfossils to past water mass changes (41–43).

Adencorynma glomeratum is commonly found in Svalbard fjords and belongs to agglutinated species. In Kongsfjorden, A. glomeratum exhibits a positive relationship with the bottom water salinity (39). Its concentration gradually increases with increasing distance from inner fjord, which highlights its preference for a warm and salty environment bathed by AWs. In our record, A. glomeratum shows an abrupt increase in phase with the rapid retreat of sea ice (from ca. 2 to 15%) (Fig. 2G), which indicates a rapid hydrographic change toward an Atlantic domain at the beginning of the 20th century.

Elphidium excavatum f. clavatum and Cassidulina reniforme are two opportunistic proximal-glacier species commonly found close to tidewater glaciers (here combined as “proximal glacier species”; Fig. 2H) (40, 44, 45). In the modern Kongsfjorden, the two species are relatively abundant in the inner fjord and then markedly decrease with increasing distance from glacier termini (39). In our record, these proximal glacier species are the most abundant foraminifera (ca. 50%) throughout the LIA followed by a rapid decrease during the 20th century (ca. 2%) (Fig. 2H and fig. S5). We interpreted this abrupt transition as a rapid retreat of tidewater glaciers in response to AW intrusion (46, 47).

Last, Nonionella labradorica is an Arctic species that commonly flourishes in cold and high productivity conditions (40, 43, 44). Its presence has been generally associated with the Polar Front position affected by the intrusion of AWs in cold environments. Today, N. labradorica is the most common foraminifera in Kongsfjorden, although it does not exhibit a clear relationship with either temperature or salinity (39). In our record, the abundance of N. labradorica progressively increases during the 20th century until it becomes the dominant species, further supporting the greater influence of AW (fig. S5). The δ18O trend of N. labradorica mirrors the progressive Atlantification, indicating gradually warmer bottom waters during the 20th century, in particular during recent times (Fig. 2I).

**Link between the high Arctic and North Atlantic circulation**

Comparison with in situ measurements acquired since the 20th century along the eastern Fram Strait (10) strongly supports the validity of our water property reconstructions. The instrumental data reveal high coherence with our proxies, showing a positive multidiscadial temperature trend (transect 61.5°N and 78°N; P < 0.01) (Fig. 4). However, these observations cannot resolve the reconstructed regime shift because of the paucity of observations within the first decades of the 20th century and in preindustrial times (Fig. 4A).

To estimate the timing for the onset of Atlantification at our study site, we fitted a multivariate change point model to our paleoceanographic records (TEX86 for convection, A. glomeratum for salinity, and δ18O of N. labradorica for temperature). This allowed us to detect the common change point structure across independent proxy parameters (see Methods). On the basis of our chronology, the analysis indicates that the timing of the change point occurs within the first two decades of the 20th century (95% credible interval, 1896 to 1917 CE; median, 1907 CE).

To identify the possible mechanisms behind this early onset of Atlantification, we compared our proxy data with records from the subpolar North Atlantic (Fig. 5). Modern studies suggest that the strength of the North SPG regulates the penetration of subtropical waters into the northeast Atlantic (48–51). On the basis of these observations, it was inferred a weakening of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) since the end of the LIA coupled with a contraction of the SPG circulation (13). We argue that this reduced extension of the SPG likely affected the redistribution of nutrients, heat, and salt in the northeast Atlantic, resulting in an expansion of subtropical waters into the Iceland Basin (13) and farther North into the high Arctic.

We test this hypothesis by comparing our records from the Fram Strait with reconstructions of AMOC strength (52), and the abundance of Turborotalita quinqueloba (%) from the Iceland Basin (Fig. 5, F and G) (13). The first parameter is a qualitative indicator of the AMOC derived from SST anomalies in the SPG relative to those in the Northern Hemisphere. Because T. quinqueloba prefers cool and productive waters, the latter proxy reflects instead the lateral expansion of

---

**Fig. 4. Comparison between physical observations along West Spitsbergen and water property proxies from NYA17-154 core.** (A) Total number of stations covering the North Atlantic available on NOAA Atlas National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (10). Observations start in the 20th century, although before 1930 measurements were limited and discontinuous. (B) Light gray line displays the integrated temperature (50 to 300 m) from transect 78°N in the core of the WSC (Fig. 1). Linear regression (P < 0.01) is shown as a black line. Green line displays the δ18O of N. labradorica from core NYA17-154 core. (C) Light gray line displays the integrated temperature (50 to 300 m) from transect 78°N in the core of the WSC (Fig. 1) as (B). Linear regression (P < 0.01) is shown as a black line. Pink line displays the abundance of A. glomeratum from core NYA17-154 core.
nutrient-poor subtropical waters into the Iceland Basin, which mirrors the contraction of the SPG (13). Our comparison reveals high coherence between Arctic and North Atlantic reconstructions, which supports the hypothesis of an SPG control on the northward transport of AW into the high Arctic (49, 53). In particular, the 95% credible intervals obtained from our multiproxy change point model (1896 to 1917 CE) well overlap with independent analyses of change points based on proxies that collectively reflect AMOC and SPG dynamics recently presented (54).

Thus, in line with recent findings (13), we suggest that the most likely mechanism to explain the early 20th century SPG reconfiguration involves a freshening of the North Atlantic at the end of the LIA and a consequent weakening of the AMOC (52, 55, 56). This implies a post-LIA scenario characterized by contrasting hydrographic patterns with fresh and cold water spreading into the western SPG, whereas the Svalbard region bathed by the Western Spitsbergen Current experiences a gradual warming and more saline conditions. This interpretation is consistent with a cooling of the subpolar northeast Atlantic and a general weakening of the AMOC evidenced in both modeling studies (52, 57) and reconstructions (Fig. 5) (54, 55, 58).

Alternatively, the observed changes could be explained by a shift in the dominant mode of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (59). However, despite the fact that the NAO can explain interannual variability of salinity and temperature in the North Sea and Fram Strait driven by wind anomalies (60, 61), its effect on long time scale remains elusive (51). We compared our results with the longest reconstruction of NAO index available in literature combined with 20th century measurements (Fig. 5H) (62, 63). The comparison shows that the NAO mode shifted several times over the course of the last centuries but does not exhibit any major regime shift at the time of enhanced Atlantification documented in our reconstruction. Therefore, despite the possible transient effect of NAO on the AW inflow (64, 65), the available reconstructions do not lend support to a driving role for the NAO, whereas our results point toward a possible coupling between the SPG and AMOC systems. We thus suggests that Arctic Atlantification documented in the early 20th century was primarily driven by an oceanographic mechanism—likely a legacy process associated with the end of the LIA—which resulted in a basin-wide reorganization of the North Atlantic Ocean circulation.

Last, we analyzed climate model experiments of the past millennium and historical period to assess the consistency between simulated and observed changes in the rate of Atlantification at the end of the LIA. We investigated simulations from two state-of-the-art Earth System Models that contribute to the Climate Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6; MIROC-ES2L and MRI-ESM2.0) (66). These are currently the only two available CMIP6 historical simulations that have been concatenated to past1000 simulations (i.e., covering the preindustrial millennium from 850 to 1849 CE) as part of the fourth phase of the Paleoclimate Model Intercomparison Project (PMIP4) (66, 67). For direct comparison with our proxies, we focused on the depth-integrated seasonal salinity and temperature of the upper ocean (250 m) along western Svalbard. The results from the climate simulations are at odds with our reconstructions and show a negligible hydrographic response to post-LIA and historical forcing (Fig. 6). For consistency, we performed a multivariate change point analysis on the output series from the model experiments presented in Fig. 6. However, the analysis failed to identify any notable change point around the onset of the 20th century—a result that is also confirmed by the lack of linear trend changes during the
only for Atlantification) to present. Note that the trend is statistically significant (P > 0.05).

**DISCUSSION**

Our results combined with existing reconstructions demonstrate a rapid and early Atlantification of the eastern Fram Strait at the onset of the 20th century. In particular, we identify the following typical diagnostic signs expressed as anomalies in our proxy records: (i) rapid sea ice edge retreat (ii) and resulting seasonal shift in phytoplankton blooms, (iii) relatively warmer summer waters, (iv) enhanced winter convection in response to a shallower halocline, and (v) marked benthic foraminiferal faunal changes as a result of warmer and saltier water masses. Critically, all the described changes occurred before the ongoing Atlantification documented in the last decade along the route of the Atlantic inflow (4, 5, 7, 15).

Our data compared with independent paleoceanographic records suggest that increasing Arctic Atlantification at the start of the industrial era was likely driven by a more efficient poleward heat transport due to a North Atlantic reorganization of the ocean’s circulation system. Specifically, the reconstructions point at a weakening of the AMOC and SPG circulation (13, 49, 54), which resulted in a hydrographic setting that was more conducive to drawing subtropical waters toward the high Arctic (53, 68). We infer that, in line with recent numerical simulations and observational evidence (49, 53, 69), heat and salt transport toward the Fram Strait likely increased because of reduced surface heat loss and mixing at subpolar latitudes. Moreover, the signs of Atlantification presented here are compatible with self-sustaining mechanism—well documented today (5, 30, 32)—including salt and heat redistributions in the upper Arctic Ocean due to enhanced convection, which collectively hamper winter sea ice formation (Fig. 3).

Controversy still remains on the relative impact of natural versus anthropogenic forcing on the North Atlantic system. However, it seems likely that the slowdown of the AMOC during the early 20th century has been caused primarily by increased export of Arctic sea ice and freshwater in the North-East Atlantic following the end of the LIA (52, 54–56). Farther east, our results from the Fram Strait reveal an opposite scenario characterized by rapid sea ice loss and rapid Atlantification of water masses. Currently, the latest CMIP6 historical climate experiments initialized with transient forcing from PMIP4 last millennium simulations fail to reproduce the post-LIA Atlantification documented in our reconstructions. These findings highlight a potentially important model-data discrepancy that begs for improved historical and preindustrial simulations with better constraints on the freshwater budget of the Arctic and North Atlantic Oceans. Resolving these modeling issues will be crucial to improve the accuracy of projected Atlantification in response to future Arctic warming.

**METHODS**

**Sampling and sediment handling**

NYA17154 core (112 cm in length) was collected in June 2017 in Kongsfjorden (78°59′52.2″ N; 11°39′24″ E; 297 m) using a light gravity corer (weight, 100 kg) on board the MS Teisten operated by Kings Bay AS. On the same day of sampling, the core was split in two halves and subsampled with a resolution of 1 cm. Subsamples in the PMIP4 outcomes of the large-scale legacy resulting from the freshwater input at subpolar latitudes after the LIA—our preferred interpretation.
were kept frozen until laboratory analyses. Climatological spatial correlations (fig. S1) indicate that the coring site reflects large-scale water mass properties along the eastern Fram Strait.

**Foraminifera assemblages, stable oxygen isotopes ($\delta^{18}$O), and radiocarbon dating**

Freeze-dried sediments were washed through a 63-µm sieve and oven-dried at 50°C. Faunally rich samples (fraction >125 µm) were split in aliquots using a dry microsplitter to obtain at least 300 specimens for a valuable representation of microfauna. Species identification was performed as reported in the literature (39, 70). Foraminiferal abundance is expressed as percentage of the total assemblage (%). Calcareous tests of *N. labradorica*, abundant throughout the record, were hand-picked from the dry residue of the >150 µm fraction for isotope measurements ($\delta^{18}$O; between 10 and 15 specimens) and radiocarbon dating (ca. 100 specimens).

$\delta^{18}$O data (expressed relative to Vienna PeeDee Belemnite) were measured at The Stable Isotope Laboratory at the Arctic University of Norway, UiT. Tests were placed in 4.5-ml vials, flushed with helium, and acidified with five drops of water-free H$_3$PO$_4$. After equilibration (>2 hours at $T = 50^\circ$C), samples were analyzed on Gasbench II and MAT253 IRMS (71). For each run, instrument uncertainty was <0.1 % based on routine analyses of external standards. Radiocarbon analyses were performed at The Alfred Wegener Institute using a mini radiocarbon dating system (MICADAS) (72).

**Lipids**

Freeze-dried sediments were transferred into precombusted vials. A known amount of internal standards was added (docosane and C$_{46}$-GDGT) followed by addition of a solvent mixture [dichloromethane: methanol (DCM:MeOH), 9:1, v/v]. Vials were sonicated (15 min at 60°C) and centrifuged, and the supernatant was transferred in precombusted vials. Extraction steps were repeated two more times. Saponification of dry extracts was carried out using 5% methanolic potassium hydroxide at 70°C for 1 hour. The neutral fraction was extracted three times with hexane. Extracts were dried (N$_2$ stream) and redissolved in 500 µl of hexane:DCM (3:2, v/v) before purification via silica gel column chromatography. The apolar fraction was eluted with hexane:DCM (3:2, v/v), and the polar fraction was eluted with MeOH:DCM (1:1, v/v).

In this study, we used the method (73) developed for quantifying small amount of alkenones via gas chromatography--mass spectrometry (GC-MS). Briefly, the apolar fraction was redissolved in methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE:MeOH, 3:1, v/v) with NaBD$_4$ for the conversion of alkenones to alkenols. Excess NaBD$_4$ was neutralized with an aqueous solution of NH$_4$Cl followed by acidification with HCl and extraction with hexane:DCM (4:1, v/v). Reduced extracts were dried (N$_2$ stream), redissolved in pyridine, and derivatized with bis-trimethylsilyl-trifluoroacetamide for GC-MS analyses.

Retene and alkenones were analyzed using an Agilent 7820A chromatograph fitted with a J&W DB5-MS column (30 m length, 0.25 mm internal diameter, 0.25 mm film thickness) coupled to 5977B MSD. The oven temperature ramp was programmed from 60° to 300°C at 10°C/min (hold time, 10 min). The detector was operated in both selective ion monitoring (SIM) and SCAN modes. Di-, tri-, and tetra-unsaturated C$_{37}$ methyl ketones were quantified integrating the peaks of ion mass/charge ratio (m/z) 118 in SIM mode. An example of chromatograms is provided in the Supplementary Materials (fig. S2). Correction factors (conversion of SIM to SCAN areas) were obtained injecting purified amounts of reduced alkenones. Corrected areas were used to calculate the U$_{37}^{KC}$ index as follows (74)

$$\text{U}_{37}^{KC} = \frac{\text{C37:2 Me} - \text{C37:4 Me}}{\text{C37:2 Me} + \text{C37:3 Me} + \text{C37:4 Me}}$$

SST was estimated using the equation (75) used in the Norwegian Sea to reconstruct the SST during Last Termination and Holocene (76). Standard error (±1.04°C) has been calculated based on batch culture data and observational data available (76). For our record, as observed in the Norwegian Sea (75), the SST calculated for the uppermost sediment strata is within the range of the summer temperatures measured in Kongsfjorden (15, 16).

A recent publication has shown the presence of C$_{37}$:4 alkenone-producing isochrysidales associated with sea ice that can affect the overall interpretation of alkenone-derived SST (77). As the concentration of C$_{37}$:4 alkenone in our core is relatively low (14.3 ± 2.9%), we believe that our record of U$_{37}^{KC}$ primarily reflects SST dynamics. In addition, it is worth mentioning that (i) the highest C$_{37}$:4 values were measured during the 20th century when it is known that sea ice reached its lowest extent over the studied period and (ii) cultures of isochrysidales show the absence of C$_{38}$ methyl/ethyl alkenones (77), whereas our sediments show high abundance of these alkenones that are present instead in *E. huxleyi* (fig. S2).

Retene concentrations were calculated based on the integrated area of TIC or ion m/z 234 depending on the concentration. Integrated peaks of m/z 234 were adjusted for a correction factor based on retene-rich samples to obtain the total ion chromatogram (TIC). Integrated TIC area were then compared with the response of the internal standard (docosane) to obtain the retene concentration (fig. S3).

The polar GDGT-containing fractions were filtered to remove particles and analyzed using an Agilent 1200 series high-performance liquid chromatography system coupled via an atmospheric pressure chemical ionization interface to an Agilent 6120 MS (APCI-MS) with a method slightly modified from previous reported setting (78) to adapt to our equipment. Separation of glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraethers (GDGTs) (including the 5-/6-methyl isomers of branched-GDGTs) was achieved on two ultraprecision liquid chromatography silica columns in series (Waters Acuity BEH HILIC, 2.1 × 150 mm, 1.7 µm), with a 2.1 × 5 mm precolumn of the same material, maintained at 30°C. Mobile phases A and B consisted of n-hexane/chloroform (99:1, v/v) and n-hexane/2-propanol/chloroform (89:10:1, v/v/v), respectively. After sample injection (20 µl) and 25-min isocratic elution with 18% mobile phase B, the proportion of B was increased to 50% within 25 min, thereafter to 100% within the next 30 min. After 5 min at 100% B and before the analysis of the next sample, the column was re-equilibrated with 18% B for 15 min. The flow rate was 0.22 ml/min and resulted in a maximum back pressure of 220 bar. The total run time was 100 min.

GDGTs were detected using positive ion APCI-MS and SIM of their (M+H)$^+$ ions (79). APCI spray-chamber conditions were as follows: nebulizer pressure, 50 psi; vaporizer temperature, 350°C; N2 drying gas flow, 5 liters/min and 350°C; capillary voltage (ion transfer tube), −4 kV; and corona current, +5 µA. The MS detector was set for SIM of the following (M+H)$^+$ ions: m/z 1302.3 (GDGT-0), etc.
1300.3 (GDGT-1), 1298.3 (GDGT-2), 1296.3 (GDGT-3), 1292.3 (GDGT-4+4′/Crenarchaeol-regio-isomer), 1050 (GDGT-IIa/IIa′), 1048 (GDGT-IIb/IIb′), 1046 (GDGT-IIc/IIc′), 1036 (GDGT-IIa/IIa′), 1034 (GDGT-Ib/Ib′), 1032 (GDGT-IIc/IIc′), 1022 (GDGT-Ia), 1020 (GDGT-Ib), 1018 (GDGT-1c), and 744 (C46 standard) with a dwell time of 57 ms per ion.

According to the literature (18), TExL80 values were calculated as

\[
\text{TExL}_{80} = \log \left( \frac{[\text{GDGT} - 2]}{[\text{GDGT} - 1] + [\text{GDGT} - 2] + [\text{GDGT} - 3]} \right)
\]

and converted into temperatures using the following equation developed for the Iceland margin (26)

\[
\text{SST (°C)} = 27.898 \times \text{TExL}_{80} + 22.72; \quad n = 21, \pm 0.4°C (\text{Stand Error}); \quad r^2 = 0.73, P < 0.0001
\]

Analytical SD of replicates (external standard) corresponds to ±20°C.

**Bayesian age-depth model**

For the geochronology, we combined 210Pb data with five radiocarbon dates measured on tests of *N. labradorica* (fig. S3 and table S1). The activity of the short-lived radionuclide 210Pb was derived from its daughter nuclide 210Po via alpha spectrometry. The SAR was estimated using the constant flux–constant sedimentation model (fig. S3) (80).

To calibrate radiocarbon dates, we used the Marine13 curve because the recently released Marine20 is not suitable for calibration in polar regions (81). The local reservoir effect (ΔR) before calibration was estimated using retene excess as time marker. This organic compound, formed by thermal degradation of higher plant diterpenoids, can trace the release of coal in the fjord from mining activities, which started in Ny-Alesund in 1916 and ended in 1963 (82). The base of the retene-rich unit was used to delimit the beginning of the coal extraction in 1916 (fig. S3A). By knowing the year of deposition, the final ΔR was obtained via radiocarbon dating tests of *N. labradorica* picked from this specific interval. The independent 210Pb-chronology supports this approach, as the lower limit of the retene-rich unit was dated ca. 1921 CE (95% credible interval, 1912 to 1931; fig. S3 and table S2).

The calculated ΔR (350 ± 75 years) redefines the reservoir correction for the study region commonly reported in the literature (105 ± 24 years) (83) obtained from four dates of mollusks collected around Spitsbergen fjords in 1870 to 1925 CE.

210Pb-based SAR profile and 14C dates were modeled using OxCal4.4 using the P_Sequence deposition procedure and a k value (i.e., the parameter that defines the stiffness of the age-depth model upon the dating sequence) of 0.5 cm−1 (fig. S4) (84). The OxCal age-depth model was run together with the Outlier_Model analysis using the General setting and a prior probability of 0.05, which weighs down the chronological constraints that have a probability >5% of being age reversals. No outliers were detected, and a robust and coherent age model was generated with an agreement index of 225, which is considerably higher than the minimum acceptance threshold of 60.

**Change point analysis**

To estimate the timing of the onset of Atlantification in our proxy data, we applied a Bayesian change point analysis method using the “bcp” package in R (85). We performed multivariate change point detection to infer the common change point structure across the records that we deemed most sensitive to increased Atlantification (i.e., TEx860 8°O of *N. labradorica*, and the abundance of *A. glomeratum*) (Fig. 5). The method assumes that there exists an unknown partition between contiguous blocks of the multivariate dataset such that the mean and variance are constant within each block of each proxy time series but may differ across the time series within a given block. It also assumes that the observations are independent and approximately normally distributed. We tested for a single significant change in the mean values across the three time series and derived the median of the posterior distribution on the location of the change point. To test the sensitivity of the results to the input data, we performed additional univariate analyses on the individual records. The test revealed qualitatively consistent change point estimates and confirmed results from the multivariate analysis.

**Hydrographic data**

The in situ temperature dataset is based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climatological Atlas of the Nordic Seas and Northern North Atlantic (10). The specific dataset selected is composed of annual gridded yearly fields with 1/4° horizontal resolution grid of observations collected from 1900 to 2012. Input in situ data have been checked and quality-controlled within the framework of the Global Oceanographic Data Archeology and Rescue Project (10). On the basis of the gridded dataset, time series of temperature data are computed. Grid cells of the yearly fields with relative error higher than 0.25 (generally a consequence of a very limited number of input observations) are masked out. To monitor the WSC along western Svalbard (Fig. 1), we generated a time series at polar latitudes (latitude, 78°N; longitude, 8°E to 12°E). The time series of mean temperature profiles was averaged between 50- and 300-m water depth to make it comparable with proxies and filtered with a moving average of 5 years to make the time series consistent to NYA17–154 chronology. Because of the discontinuity of yearly data in the beginning of the time series (mostly before 1950), averages of less than 5 years were retained during the moving averaging process.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abe2946
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